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TEACUP EARS

LU

She asked me how it happened.
I told her it was during the second
year of our marriage. My wife, who was
born and raised in South Carolina, did
not have a lot of experience driving in
icy conditions. That may not have even
been a factor—it really turned out bet
ter than it could have. In the end, eight
vehicles were involved in the accident,
but no one was killed. My wife suffered
the most critical of injuries, but even she
pulled out of it better than one could
have expected. She went through sev
eral months of physical therapy, and was
soon able to walk on her own again. The
reconstructive surgery went off without a
hitch. The only thing that never returned
to normal was her hearing. The doctors
said there was severe nerve damage that
couldn’t be repaired.
At first I was just desperate!}'
happy that she was alive. Those first
few days were the worst of my life, and
every piece of good news was the best
news ever. We were happily married,
which was something we didn’t take for
granted in that day and age. It took more
than a year for us to start feeling normal
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by karen bosurgi

again. In some ways, normal was better.
The accident forced me to finally grow
up. I taught myself to cook and clean. I
learned when all the bills were due, and
I got them paid on time. I learned how
to plan and schedule things. It makes me
laugh to think about it now—how much
of a child I was. My wife did everything
for me before the accident. I think it be
came a defining moment in our marriage
when we both realized we didn’t need the
other, but there was nothing we wanted
more than to be together.
She eventually found work at a
library, and I went back to teaching. We
couldn’t talk on the phone, but we could
text, so we did that throughout the day
during breaks. In the evenings we would
text from across the table or on the
couch. She could speak, but she didn’t
like to. She said it felt odd in her head
and it disturbed her. So I went along
, with the various forms of written com
munication. She tucked notes and let
ters into my briefcase. I composed long
emails during my office hours. We made
it work the best we could.
Then one day it just hit me. The
loneliness took hold of me and wouldn’t
release its grip. I felt angry—at God, at
her for not being careful on the ice, at the
doctors who wouldn’t try to fix her dam-

aged nerves. I wanted the wife I mar
ried. I wanted the wife I fell in love with
because of our conversations. We use to
sing songs to one another—I’m sorry...
She told me it was alright. She
poured me another cup of coffee. She
told me I seemed to be a wonderful hus
band as she adjusted her robe to better
cover her breasts.
I told her she was just saying that
because I paid her to.
She said she’d never had a cli
ent who was so in love with his wife.
She certainly never had one who never
wanted sex. She told me—if she could
be honest—that she was actually starting
to like me. She hoped someday she could
find a man like me.
I told her she ’was just saying that
because I paid her to.
She asked me why I sought out
a hooker instead of just talking to my
friends. She asked me why I had chosen
her.
I told her my friends always
wanted to talk about my wife, and as self
ish as it sounded, I was just so damn tired
of talking about my wife.
I told her she had absolutely the
most beautiful little teacup ears I’d ever
seen.
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THREE HAIKU
by erin richey
Basho, the poet,
declared nature and haiku
to be intertwinevd.
Then mankind matured,
vinelike, spread over the world,
choked Earth’s life away.

Now we write haiku
on silly things like heartache,
and who ate the plums.
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SERIOUS STUFF

mixing root beer floats. Some teenage girls were
busy cackling to each other through their teeth.
Tim relaxed. Kids stole things all the time. No
body even cared; if they did they would actually
watch the store, right?
It was six o’clock in the morning on
With his sudden change of attitude, it
the first day of summer break. Bruce and Tim
was easy. He just slipped the box in his book
knew that they would have Victoria Beach to
bag when the clerk was busy. He bought a
themselves. The world was still gray. The broth
comic book to avoid suspicion and strolled out
ers hurtled down the long stairway to the beach,
victorious into the afternoon’s glare.
their hard bare feet smacking the hewn stone.
Bruce would stick Tim’s head in a toilet
Lazy fog hung to the cliffs and the bamboo
bowl and flush it if he found out that Tim stole
grove. The ocean appeared below like a green
from a drugstore like a stinking hooligan. Mom
mirror. The cliff captured and amplified the
would chase him across the garden and down
unseen tide’s hum and the occasional seagull
the street with Dad’s belt. But nobody would
squawk.
know. The sixth graders were all leaning against
Bruce kept on running when they
the wall across the street, chomping their ciga
reached the bottom of the steps, weaving in
rette butts and adjusting their sunglasses like
and out of fog banks, kicking up sand and dead
The voice belonged to Danny “Karate”
fourth-rate Humphrey Bogarts. Tim played his
kelp.
Perkins. Last year, he was the new kid. Nobody
part. He marched across the street, approached
“Wonder what all the poor people are
knew exacdy where he came from. Most kids
Danny Perkins and opened his book bag. A
doing!” he shouted.
said it was Hawaii, or Hell. Danny conquered
scrawny goon darted out and snatched the box.
Tim stopped next to the bamboo grove
the school during his first recess. Pedro Guiter“Alrighty, Tim!” Danny said.
and dropped his Army Surplus rucksack on the
rez, the school’s previous bully, put Danny in a
“Yeah,” Tim said quickly, “it was, you
moist sand. The sky paled suddenly, and Cata
lina Island’s silhouette appeared on the horizon, headlock by the tetherball poles. Tim was only a know, nothing.”
The scrawny goon tore the box open,
few feet away, but the fight was over before he
His heart raced.
could turn his head. He heard Pedro scream like Laughter. Tim shifted, wondering if was appro
Bruce and Tim had made a promise to
a girl and hit the ground like a sack of oranges.
priate to leave yet.
each other. When school was out, they would
“Why can’t you look at me?” Danny
build a bamboo raft and sail to that island. They Tim spun around. Danny stood over Pedro in
a weird sideways fighting stance for a moment,
said.
planned to bring fishing gear, and sandwiches
chuckling at his whimpering enemy.
Tim looked up. Danny’s face was thick,
in case they couldn’t catch anything. When they
soft and surprisingly unscary. Maybe it was
The adults swooped in. Mrs. Horow
reached the island, they planned to wander
because his snake eyes were hidden under sunitz grabbed Pedro, who was sobbing, bleeding
around. They’d fish the abundant Pacific and
from
his
nose
and
clutching
his
groin
with
both
glasses,
eat persimmons and oranges from the orchards
hands, and rushed him inside. Two janitors
“They just took your cookies,” Danny
for a week or so. Bruce said that there were still
lifted Danny by his armpits and dragged him
said. “You gonna stand there, and take it like a
no roads there, and everyone on the island was
to the door. Tim rubbernecked with the rest of
punk?”
either a shepherd, orchard farmer or a fisher
the
playground.
The
blood
on
Danny
’
s
knuck

Tim hated traffic lights for making him
man. They talked about it all through recess.
les
gleamed
in
the
noon
sun.
Danny
smirked
at
stop
at
shady
street corners. He hated the indif
Miles and miles of wind-swept hills, stony
the
whole
schoolyard
as
he
was
taken
away.
His
ferent
cars
that
zoomed past him. Why couldn’t
beaches and musty sea caves had unraveled in
beady eyes moved from kid to kid, like he was
he have just rode through that red light like
Tim’s mind. He couldn’t wait to draw it all out
planning his next meal. Tim didn’t breathe until everyone else? The rest of the gang was snatchwhen they got home. Bruce would probably
the door slammed shut.
ing at the box of Oreos like seagulls. He had to
write about everything, with some additions of
do something. What would Bruce do?
his own. Maybe they’d make a comic book.
“
Tim!
”
Danny
said.
“
I
dare
you
to
lift
“Give ‘em back!” he blurted.
Tim wanted to laugh, but for some
some
Oreos
from
that
drugstore
over
there!
”
Laughter. An arm flailed out, attempting
reason he felt too serious that morning. What
Tim
wasn
’
t
about
to
look
like
a
punk
ass
to
shove
him. Tim tensed. His blood felt ready
was the word, he thought, solemn? He liked the
in front of Danny and his goons. He accepted
to boil out of his eyeballs. He’d swing into
word. It was how the heroes in the books felt
the dare. He crossed the street and into the
those goddamn punk asses, put his whole body
when they knew something had to be done.
shadow of the soft yellow storefront. The gang
into it and knock ‘em all out, John Wayne style,
Tim’s solemnness emerged from some
had
a
clear
view
of
the
counter
through
the
Danny stepped in front of him, and
thing that seemed so insignificant that he was
store
window,
so
he
couldn
’
t
chicken
out
and
he
snapped
back into reality. His tense muscles
almost ashamed of it. Heroes in books became
just
buy
the
Oreos.
He
spent
a
long
moment
in
jellied.
He
flushed,
wondering what the hell he
solemn after they were shipwrecked alone on
front
of
the
door,
breathing
and
piecing
togeth

was
thinking.
Danny
retrieved the Oreo box
a deserted island, or their families were kid
er a strategy. He held his breath and entered.
from his goons with a quick jerk of his arm.
napped by Indians. Tim became solemn be
The store was air-conditioned. The Beach. Boys
The gang murmured apologies.
cause he stole a box of Oreos.
played on the jukebox. The soda jerk was busy
(continued on next page)
He never had enough of an allowance

byjocob blanchard

to buy store-bought cookies. And Mom once
told him that it was downright rude to spend
money on cookies when she baked them her
self, from scratch, every Sunday. But Tim didn’t
steal the cookies to spite her. He was a victim
of circumstance. It happened two weeks ago,
on an afternoon when Bruce was in detention.
He was riding his bike home from school and
had to stoP at a red Hght where a pack of sixth
graders was playing hooky. He heard them
snicker, and he tried his best not to look at
them. They were like a gang, all wearing sun
glasses and white t-shirts and smoking stolen
cigarettes.
“Yo, Tim! Tiny Tim! I’m talking to you!
You deaf?” one called out in a surprisingly deep
voice.

Danny grabbed a handful of the cookies
and tossed the box to Tim. He barely caught it.
“Thanks for all the cookies, Tim,” he said.
His gang laughed on cue.
Tim was free. Danny’s goons already looked
bored. He held box of Oreos in his sweaty hands.
It was still half-full.

A kind of restless, confident energy filled
Tim as he walked away. It was bizarre, but he went
with it. He felt like he was running underwater.
Houses, cars and pedestrians passed around him
with lazy speed. Everything blurred together like a
bad painting. The ocean breeze against his flushed
face was exhilarating. He felt like putting his fist
through a windshield, cussing at the next old lady
who smiled at him. He imagined standing atop
the highest cliff in California, roaring and hurling
boulders the size of trucks into the sea. For some
reason, the cackling teenage girls from the drug
store were at the bottom of the cliff. They were
screaming, fleeing through the crashing waves,
tearing their skirts and drenching their blouses. His
mind, unwilling to make sense of what it was creat
ing, veered back into reality.
Tim popped an Oreo on every block, savor
ing the taste and texture as long as possible. The
ridges on the wafers, the creamy sweetness of the
filling filled him. He hadn’t really stolen them. He
was a victim of circumstance. Or was he even a
victim? He’d gotten a box - half a box - of Oreos
for free. Danny hadn’t whooped him. He wouldn’t
even get in trouble. Bruce was still in detention.
Mom was never home after school, so she wouldn’t
know even if he strolled in the door with an empty
box and crumbs on his lips. In fact, if it weren’t for
Danny and his goons, he would have never gotten
this half box of Oreos all to himself. It was neat
how things worked out sometimes.
He finished off the cookies a block away
from his house. He tossed the box in someone’s
trashcan. Just in case Mom was home, he wiped his
lips with the inside of his collar. He strutted into
the house. It was empty. All the furniture was in
the right place. The vacuum cleaner leaned against
the kitchen counter. The breakfast dishes were still
drying on the rack by the window. The momentum
that carried him home died. He reached his room,
shrugged off the dead weight of his book bag and
stood by die window overlooking the garden.
The garden was filled with teams of bees.
They took turns darting in and out of flowers.
Tim’s science class was studying insects. He knew
that the bees worked and worked all day, scooping
little drops of nectar out of flowers. They wouldn’t
even keep most of it. Most of it went back to the

hive, to feed their queen and build more honey
comb. Why didn’t they ditch the hive and just keep
it all for themselves?
The Oreos were gone, but they were still
laying waste to Tim’s mouth. They left a dry, ripe,
bitter aftertaste that was growing worse by th<ic
second. If he kept thinking about nectar and honey,
he’d probably puke. He put his mouth beneath the
bathroom faucet, but the water only strengthened
the flavor. The taste fingered until dinner, when it
was finally smothered under a plate of spaghetti.
Most of the time, Tim could barely focus
on his homework. That night he didn’t even try. He
just stared at the open textbook in front of him.
He kept thinking about the weird things he’d felt
and imaged earlier. Imagining that he was throw
ing boulders at girls was a far cry from pretending
he was a fighter pilot shooting down Nazis and
Commies. Tim knew he wasn’t a bad guy. But he’d
stolen a box of cookies. He wondered if Danny
had started the same way. The dry taste returned.
He broke the tip of his pencil against the desk. He
wanted to knock over every trashcan on his block
and cuss out the adults when they came after him.
Bruce was outside, reading a comic book
by porch light. Tim felt like walking out and telling
him everything. He stopped himself. He could tell
him about the cookies, sure. But die weird things
inside of his head? He’d sound like a lunatic. He
kept silent.
Bruce emerged through the fog, panting for
air.

“Why didn’t you run?” he said, laughing.
“Hell! You see that? I just ran to the other side of
the beach and back!”
“Oh, I was thinking about Catalina Island,”
Tim said.
“Yeah, yeah. Been thinking about that too.
We gotta get started!”
Bruce unfastened the flap on the rucksack.
His breath was already returning to its normal
rhythm, or the closest thing he had to one. He
always sounded like he was calculating how much
air he should take in with each breath. Tim thought
Bruce’s irregular breath made him sound like he
was always winded and determined, like a swash
buckler chasing down a villain.
They’d fit the morning’s necessities into the
old rucksack. Dad’s machete, carefully sheathed,
took up most of the bag. There were also a few
mea:isuring tools scavenged from the backyard shed,
There was a tape measure, a bevel and something
that looked like a metal “L”.
Tim didn’t know how they’d use them. He suspected diat Brjice didn’t either. Their blueprint and
instructions, which were written on several sheets

of notebook paper, were works in progress. They
planned to cut all the bamboo they’d need until
lunch and come back the next morning with the
rope and nails and whip it together. After that it got
tricky. They’d have to design a rudder and a mast,
and find a sail. Bruce drew the machete, grinning
at the sound the blade made as it slid against the

inside of the sheath.
“This is gonna be pretty hard,” Tim said.
“How are we gonna keep all this secret from every
one?”

Bruce sheathed the machete and drew it
again, chuckling with delight. It did sound pretty
boss.

“Well,” Bruce said, “not a lot of people
come down here. Figure if we keep it all hidden in
the bamboo grove, nobody’ll notice.
Tim didn’t have any better ideas. They start
ed working. Bruce, panting and laughing, hacked
down the bamboo. Summer hadn’t bleached out the
grove yet. It was still thick and green and resilient.
Every blow triggered an explosion of pulp. Tim
gathered the felled bamboo and sawed notches
in the places where they planned to fit everything
together. He wished he’d brought something big
ger and sharper to use than his pocket knife. Time
crawled. His arms anticipated soreness.
They’d never even go on this crazy adven
ture. Bruce would be dead set on it for another day,
and then there would be some predictable hitch.
In this case, they’d probably go to snatch some old
canvas from the dock house and chicken out at the
last minute. Then it would be right back to scaveng
ing the rocks for fishing line or whittling bamboo
harpoons. Bruce would swear that someday he’d
use one of their harpoons to spear a Moray eel.
Tim always came back by promising he’d hunt
down a damned shark and stab it right in the eye.
But they only ever speared mackerel. Mom thought
that mackerel was too oily for human consumption,
so she just fed whatever they caught to the neigh
borhood cats.
The knife slipped and cut Tim’s finger. He
cussed and stuck the injured finger in his mouth. It
tasted like dirty pennies. He lurched over the ruck
sack and fumbled through its pockets, hoping his
brother remembered to pack bandages.
You okay? Bruce said, stopping work
almost reluctantly. “Yup,” Tim said.
&
Bingo. He found the bandages. He wrapped
one around his finger. Bruce was already back to
chopping. The bloody taste lingered in his mouth.

Soon it would grow stale and ripe and dry, like
Oreos. He made a fist.

“Why’re we even doing this?” Tim ex
claimed.

Bruce gave the bamboo stem he was hack
ing at a final sideways blow and stood still for a
moment, his breath close to gasping. The brothers
didn’t look at each other.
“Dunno ... fun?” he said.
Tim imagined himself on top of the cliff,
hurling boulders into the ocean. His brother squinted at him, waiting for a response. But he knew that
soon he’d go right back to chopping the goddamn
bamboo, which would just lie around until someone
took it.
“Can I see the machete real quick?” Tim
said.
Bruce handed it to him slowly. Tim held it
for a moment, calculating its balance. He spun on
the balls of his feet and struck the bamboo pole
. he’d been toiling at a minute ago. Somehow, the
blow split it clean through the middle. He brought

the blade down on the split pole, again and again,
until the flying pulp stung his arms and face. Sore
ness shot through his arms, and he stopped, hold
ing the blade above his head. Tension choked every
muscle His eyes swam. He heard Bruce’s breath
behind him, then he felt his cold hands around his
wrist.
“Cut it out, Tim!”
The fight fled Tim. He set the machete
down and looked towards the ocean, away from the
machete, the bamboo, his brother. His face burned.
“Jesus,” Bruce said. His voice inches from
Tim’s ear. “The hell’s eating you, you little punk?”
Tim laughed. He thought it sounded ugly,
like a dog choking on something. But it made him
feel warm. The tide was beginning to climb. Some
seagulls floated over the tops of the first waves
of the morning. The motion made them jerk their

heads and flap in idiotic alarm. Tim laughed again.
Bruce joined him this time.
“Bruce,” he said, “this is top-top secret, but
I stole a box of Oreos and it was fun. Danny Per
kins made me do it. I didn’t really have a choice.”
“Jesus! You’re a damned weirdo, Tim.”
He opened his mouth. Part of him wanted
to explain it all. But what else could he say? He just
laughed. Catalina Island was still there, way out on
the horizon. Maybe they’d go there someday, on a
real boat. Maybe the island would turn out to have
roads and hotels and casinos and three hour cruises
and all that other crap fueled by bored, rich L.A.
people. Who even raised goats anymore, besides
Mongolians? Tim and Bruce set out among the
rocks, prodding through debris for discarded fish
ing line.

COLD FINGER INSPIRATION bymadison baer
Try to make the unwilling feel
It’s a light switch with no wires,
no one will answer the phone
when you call
you will only hear an echo,
a rock down a tunnel
No matter what you do
give up
before she has a chance
to give up on you
before you waste your life
watching cars drive past
without their headlights on

Stay back
at least 10 feet at all times
don’t get too close to that edge
or you may find yourself
falling
even though we all saw you jump
like you thought you had wings
Climb ladders with no rungs,
wait for nights that never end
and days that never come
drinking coffee by the gallon
to warm the stomach
that’s been filled with ice since
the calendar turned
Stop, just stop,
you know it’s better that way
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SISTER
by april loving
Shall I tell you how I met her
This sister
My sister
So fine
She came Grinning ‘n laughing
Shaking ‘n hopping
Arms Swinging ‘n flailing
Hips Twisting ‘n turning
Feet Stomping ‘n racing
She came with that hot sunny smile
That cool, breezy laugh
And dusty brown hair
.
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She came with baby cEnging,
Bouncing on her back
Eyes Eke diamonds
Against a sable night
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She came with tears traifing behind her,
Blood beneath her feet
While laughing mountains of caramel and chocolate
Spring up from desert lands

She came loudly, “Akwaaba”
Welcoming me in tongues
I had forgotten long ago

DESPERATION
by bobby meile
The smell of lingerie and cookies while you are alone.
A clap of thunder that snaps you from pleasant daydreams.
That feeling you get when you imagine the sex Eves of animals.
The sensation of one finger rubbing against its neighbor on the other hand.
A group of clouds that vaguely resemble a childhood pet.

She came boldly, no fear in her eyes
Taking great pride in every stride
Swaying Eke a powerful white tide
Where raven voices hide
Sister, my sister
You are
So fine, so fine!

Waking up one day and realizing that your life is pretty okay after all despite what you tell your friends.
Talking with a stranger and noticing that he looks like someone else you’ve never met.
Concluding that, as long as you have to be here, you may as well get drunk and start cooking

Trying to be wacky by wearing mismatched socks, but giving up when you notice all of them match. All of them.

THE SKI CAP
by bernard j. feldman
It was so unusual for my father to
wear a cap—a dark blue, woolen ski cap. It
unbalanced Inis small weathered face, forcing
my gaze away from his graying, moustachelined smile, past his playful green eyes to that
large dome of blue stretching almost over his
ears. I couldn’t keep my eyes off it during our
whole trip.
We were driving through snowcovered mountains, stark, craggy peaks of
granite rising out of villages of pines and
redwoods. My father and I rarely did anytlting
together—I mean, just the two of us. He
was behind the wheel of his aging green and
white Studebaker, and I was sitting next to
him, giving directions from a road map spread
across my lap.
Usually, my mother and younger
sister would be sitting in the rear, my mother
complaining bitterly about the meal we had
just finished at the roadside restaurant—tit
never compared to her cooking—or about
the speed of the car—it was always too fast.
My sister and I would try to calm her down,
reassuring her of the superiority of her cooking
and the safety of our father’s driving. My
father just drove on in silence with a sly grin on
his face.
The straining Studebaker engine barely
powered the car up and over the high mountain
pass. As the car started coasting down into the
mountain valley, the engine calmed down, as my
father and I gave each other that knowing look.
We had gambled on the engine’s questionable
stamina and won, a gamble my mother would
have been outraged over, a gamble she would
never hear about.
My father was a quiet man, only
animated by television commercials and visiting
relatives. When those ads interrupted his
national news, he would lecture my sister and
me, “Those ads are destroying the minds of
Americans, allowing the capitalists to plunder
the land and lives of a zombied people.” When
relatives visited, my father couldn’t stop telling
those humorous adventures of his youth,
stories everyone had heard numerous time
before.

■

UNTITLED by Maggie Ruether
When a gasoline station appeared up
ahead, my father suggested a rest stop. As we
got out of the car, a chilly breeze singed our
faces. My father just smiled as he pulled that
ski cap a little further over his ears. Like a
typical new teenager, I pretended not to feel the
cold or acknowledge my father’s knowing grin,
As I opened the bathroom door, that
tart, bitter-sweet smell of urine hit my nose as
its warmth heated my face. I took the urinal
next to my father’s. “What a funny cap,” I
commented, as I swiped at the top of his
head. The cap slipped off his head, down past
his face and exposed penis, and into the filled
urinal, as I stared in disbelief.
Instandy, my father turned towards me,
and sharply slapped me across the face. “I’m
sorry. I didn’t mean to ....” I whimpered as
I ran out of that urine-saturated room, tears
streaming down my face.
Less than a minute later, my father
returned to the car, the cap nowhere to be
seen. Without saying a word, he started up
the tired engine, and we continued on our
trip. He never mentioned that cap again. It
was just something between my father and me,
something my mother would never hear about.

HAIKU
by krista liebrum
Locked away behind,
The lonely flower cries out.
Cursing windowpanes.
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A FEW WORDS
TO LIVE BY
by susan oyoque
As my mom and I walked to school one
morning I could feel the wind swaying my
pink dress. I felt like a princess. I am sure
my mom letting me wear lipstick for the first
time played a role in all this excitement; I felt
like such a grown up. That morning I was to
meet Lada Josefa Kratky, the author of the
textbook we used in class and of numerous
short stories. She was to be a guest speaker at
my school, and I was more than eager to meet
her. As my walking proceeded to skipping, I
remember going over in my head the things
I should say to her. Should I say: “Hi I am
Susie. My class and I read from your textbook
all the time, very nice to meet you” or should
I tell her the truth, “Hi I am Susie and I hope
to be like you one day.” I did not know if she
was a well known writer or if she was critically
acclaimed, whatever that means; all I knew
was that I was to meet her because I had won
the “author of the month award” for writ
ing a short essay based on one of her short

stories. I wrote about not talking to strangers.
My story was to be published in the district’s
news paper. To this day my mom proudly dis
plays my framed essay on a wall in her office,
along with my high school diploma and other
awards.
When I arrived to school that morning, I
could not wait to leave my homeroom class.
When my name was finally called to the front
office I excitedly applied another load of
lipstick, I remember doing so made me feel
like an adult. I arrived to the principal’s of
fice and I was congratulated by the teachers
and faculty members. A few minutes later my
mom and I were directed towards the gym
nasium in where I was told to wait outside
for a few minutes until given the cue to walk
in. As I waited anxiously I accidendy pressed
die essay to my lips marking it with the pink
lipstick I was wearing. Realizing what I had
done I turned to my mother frantically and
she laughed; there was no turning back. I
finally got the cue and was directed towards a
tall slender blond haired woman. When I ap
proached her she hugged me. I handed her my
textbook so she could sign it and I also gave
her a copy of my essay so she could keep. As
I waited for her to autograph my book she

unexpectedly hands me back my essay. I stood
there wondering why she had given it back to
me; littie did I know that she wanted me to
sign it. I was certainly surprised; here was this
woman who was a professional writer and she
wanted my autograph.' I felt so honored and
all I could do was blush and smile. We spoke
for a few minutes about the book and what
I liked about it. I really don’t remember what
I decided on telling her but I clearly remem
ber what she told me. Our conversation had
been in Spanish until she asked if I spoke
English. I nodded yes and she said the follow
ing, “Nosotros los hispanos tenemos doble
trabajo, poder hablar espanol correctamente y
poder dominar el Ingles para ser aceptados en
esta sociedad. Asi que nunca dejes que alguien
te haga sentir inferior.” Meaning: bilingual
individuals must work twice as hard to be
accepted by society; speak Spanish correcdy
as well as perfecting our English. Never let
anyone make you feel inferior because of your
heritage. I looked at her not exactiy sure what
to say, but she told me to be proud of being
able to speak two languages. We took a picture
and I walked off stage. As I walked towards
my mother I could see she looked so proud.'

TRAIN RIDE

FARMBOY DREAMING

by Christina dye

by chris stewart

I saw a god once
On the train from Fifth Street
To Twenty-Third.
He wore a blue suit
A tired blue.
A hammer leaned against the seat
It looked like a briefcase
But I knew it was a hammer.
He had silver hairs in his beard—
I didn’t know that gods
Could get old.
I saw a god once
On the train
But he just looked tired to me.

I’ve got a fever man I’ve got a pulse like a wild dog man
I’m pawing the hay around the floorboards
I’m wrestling at rakes with my jaws
There are feathers flying around in the air in the dirt
In the knives of sunlight that come through the cracks
Of the boarded wooden barn walls
I lie on my back warm in the sun
Thoughts sizzling indistinctly
Suddenly much less weighty
Happening right out of my mind,
Testing the air like water and finding
That familiar boil.

LATE AUTUMN
by john t. rhoe
The ground is soft green and softer brown
with the grass casting shadows longer than its blades.
The leaves have been worn out and scattered
Like castoff box tops after the wind.
Some among the many, these leaves, are like red art-deco
glass ashtrays holding water and carefully set out for visitors.
Though the wind had set them there, fiercely, yesterday;
today they could have been placed by a neighbor
waiting for me at coffee in the afternoon.
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HARMONICS
by Christina dye
“So what are we?” he asked abrupdy.
Her fingers paused for a moment on the strings. “Human, last
time I checked.” She narrowed her eyes with comic suspicion. “Un
less you’re an alien. Are you an alien?” She grinned, a quick flash of
white teeth, and picked up the melody again—tinkling notes that fell
between her fingers.
“Yeah. From Endor.” He pulled himself up to the edge of the
bed, swinging his bare feet down to the scarred carpet and setting his
elbows on his knees.
“Does that make you an Ewok?” She jabbed her chin towards
his curly brown hair. “Furry enough for it.”
“Cute.” He shook his head. “Really though. What are we do-.
ing?”
She stopped playing, scrubbing both hands through her hair.

Was it the smell of pepper flakes on beef stew and cornbread
sweet as milk,
pumpkin pie and coffee
that drew the fat beede under the door
while we talked away the afternoon?
The leaves will be gone by tomorrow’s tomorrow,
some uncertain Monday,
crumpled in gray
and lifted by the wind, I am sure.
For it is late October.
The wind will drop from the north,
the branches will drop all allegiances,
and the sky will drop its winter through the space in between,
but we must still find the pepper flakes to fill out our
autumn conversation and stew.

“Jeez—you know I’m no good at this romantic crap. Does it
really matter?”
“Yeah. It kind of does.”
Silence stood between them. He toyed with the blanket, staring
at the flickering TV where Carey Grant was grinning at Audrey Hep
burn. She placed the guitar onto its stand, the strings whispering like
secrets as her fingers ran along them.
She raised her arm, fingers outspread against the bedroom
light. “So...” she tilted her head, studying the nimbus of light. “Do
you wanna?”
“Wanna what?” He picked up the remote with his toes, flipping
it up to his hands. The black and white movie changed to cartoons.
“Go steady. Wear Rings. Do whatever it is that men and wom
en are supposed to do.”
He watched the light fall between her fingers. “Nah.” He set
tled back against the headboard. She ran a nail across the strings once
more, and climbed into bed.
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THE FLU
by erin richey
There are only a few circumstances
under which I will suffer through sitting in
a hospital waiting room. Either I have to be
forced to go—for work—or I have to be dy
ing.
In this case, I swear I’m dying.
Even now I wonder if it’s worth it,
to sit here among other sick people; I would
rather just go die by myself, in a grassy ditch
or something, than here with all this coughing,
bleeding humanity. Apparent!}’ my impending
doom is no more important to the hospital
staff than theirs.
I made sure to get a seat in the cor
ner, a few chairs over from a fat man with an
oxygen unit and tubes going up his nose. I can
just imagine the cloud of contagion float
ing around me. There are babies crying and
people shouting, and I am huddling as far into
the corner as I can go. You know, just in case
I make it, I don’t want to catch anything else.
The seat beside me stays empty for
twenty minutes, but space is filling up fast. A
woman in stiletto heels, a very short skirt, and
a low-cut top walks through the automatic
sliding glass doors and talks to the reception
ist. She scouts the waiting area and spies the
seat next to me.
I wish I could just leap across and
cover the seat with my upper half, like I am
so sick I need two chairs, but somehow that
seems impolite even in the presence of a
hooker. I let her take the spot.
She has greasy blond hair cut to her
neck and lots of dark eye makeup. I try not
to notice her, but she keeps looking me over
while she fingers a pack of cigarettes, the only
thing inside her purse. Still fiddling with the
cigarettes and opening and closing the purse
latch, she says in a high smoke-laden voice,
“What’re you here for? You don’t look sick.”
I’m dying, I think.
“Flu,” I say, and resume ignoring
her. She keeps looking me up and down: my
button-up shirt, my slacks, my good leather
shoes. I didn’t have time to change after leav
ing the office, except I left my blazer in the
car.
“I have AIDS, I think,” the hooker

says, fighting the urge to take out a cigarette.
I feel too nauseous to carry a conversa
tion, but I can’t let that pass. “You think?” I
ask, a little concerned.
‘Yeah!” she says, a big smile lifting
her worn face. ‘You know, I’ve lost a lot of
weight lately and my boss said just go have it
looked at—you know, I call him my boss. But
anyway I’ve been eating a lot and losing so
much weight, and just today I started losing
hair.” She waves at her scalp with a couple
fingers, a cigarette between them.
I mutter a “Huh” and try to face back
toward my corner.
“What kind of flu?” she says, her nasal
twang drawing out the “k-iii-nd.”
I shrug. “I don’t know, it’s bad.”
She crosses her arms under her flat
chest and starts talking with the air of an
expert. ‘You got a fever? You throwing up?
Those are the signs, you know. Of swine flu.
H4P-something or other. This girl I know, she
had it a month ago but she never went to the
hospital. She got so sick she couldn’t move.”
The hooker’s eyebrows rise and her head tilts.
“It’s killed like a thousand people, you know.
You should get it checked.”
“I know,” I reply.
“The names of these things just keeps
getting worse, you know? Last year it was bird
flu, now it’s swine flu...” she says, as she con
tinues to resist finding a lighter. “Next thing
you know, it’ll be AIDS flu or something.”
Her mannerisms remind me of a wom
an I met in Chicago. I stood next to Bucking
ham fountain, and she walked up to me — fat,
jerky, dressed strangely — and asked loudly,
“Do you know why this is called Buckingham
fountain?”
“No,” I said back then.
Gesturing broadly, she shouted, “The
Queen of England used to live right over
there!”
The hooker doesn’t seem that authenti
cally crazy, just uninformed. “Do you really
think you have AIDS?” I ask.
She nods. “Uh-huh, but with my job,
you know, it could be anything.”
‘Your job...” I say. I’d never heard it
put that way before.
‘Yeah, well, you know, it’s not exacdy
like a fancy career or anything, it’s kind of
taboo, you know, like, I don’t know... but this

kind of stuff pops up all the time. I just think
it’s AIDS now.”
“And what’ll you do,” I ask, “if it’s
AIDS?”
She shrugs, and lifts the cigarette hand
to her lips, only to put it back in her lap when
she realizes what she is doing. “I still have bills
to pay, you know, if I’m dying.”
“I guess,” I say.
“What’ll you do if it’s swine flu?” she
asks. Her eyes twitch back and forth between
my eyes.
I shrug too. “They’ll probably give me
some pills. Did your friend get better when
• she caught it?”
“No,” the hooker says, without much
consideration. Then she adds, “Well, I don’t
really know. We didn’t see her after she went
to the hospital. Maybe she got better.”
“Maybe,” I agree.
We sit silently for a while. Our futures
seem simultaneously grim, but at the same
time I think she and I are reassuring ourselves
that the other isn’t going to die.
People are coughing and crying all
around. Sometimes a nurse comes in and says
a name, and one of us stands up and walks
through a corridor. No one calls my name, or
the hooker’s.
She continues to lift her hand to her
face and then put it down again. ‘You know
what would be awful?” she says, looking at
the ceiling. “An Everything flu. A swinebird-AIDS-shark-spider... I don’t know, just
everything. That would be the worst flu ever,
right?”
“We’ll probably get to that point,” I say. I look
at the ceiling too. “Someday, we’re going to
have to worry about an Everything flu.”
A nurse in blue scrubs comes into the
waiting room and calls “Gorski!” over the
loudening room. The hooker stands up.
“I guess they decided I’m worse than
you! Hope you get better,” she says with a
wave as she struts across the waiting room
and through the corridor, heels clapping with
every step.
And when she disappears, I resume
possession of my corner. I am the most des
perate case in the world again
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WHITE SOUTHERN
BAPTIST

CATCH ME

by casey r. jovick

by april loving

Jazz hands raised above
Slight kink in die elbow

I remember how I used to run outside
When I knew I was due a good whipping.

Powder blue sportcoat
Open, exposing a dunlap

Do you remember how you used to chase me down
Grab me up and take me back inside, saying
“Here she is Momma!”

Navy pants
Bottomed with wing tips

Man, I hated you for that,
But you always thought it was funny
How I tried to get away
Guess your legs were much longer than mine then

One leg raised
As if trying to dance

Red suspenders tracing a glorious gut
Clawing to the summit of die shoulders

Now I’m wishing I could be six again
Just so I could hear you laugh and say,
“Ah, I caught ‘cha!”

Innocent white fluff
Atop a block-head
Eyes closed and hiding
Behind squarish wire frames
Floppy lips which
Display desperation

Clean shaven
Rood brazen
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POETRY, BRIEFLY
by chris stewart
Our inky salvation
distracted youth still crawling back to their
paper parents
spilling out poems that slowly form
a new code, an ethos
that we pretend we’ve long since shed
flecks of our childhood faith,
a few eternal truisms, and something
that the radio taught us
cobbled together into a worldview collage
that begrudgingly reveals its subject
but only once you’ve backed up
all the way until your elbows and head
feel the cold back wall
of my silent selfish gallery.
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UNTITLED By stevenTboss

WHAT I SAID
by samantha abrams
I don’t hate you.
I can see how you think that I would,
because the last thing you heard from me
was that I hated you. But I don’t hate you.
Of course I don’t hate you. I miss you. I love
you.
And I don’t even remember why I
said it, but I don’t hate you. Maybe every
father hears it once as he raises a daughter.
Maybe he hears it the first time he questions
her motives with a new boyfriend, or the
first time she asks to skip out on a family
event so she can spend time at a party with
her friends. We didn’t make it that far - as a
family, as a duo, as anything - but maybe you
would have heard it again. And maybe not.
Maybe I’d know better. Sometimes, I wish I
knew better.
Like that day in October. It was
raining, but you went out anyway. Went out
because it was routine, because it’s what
you did, no questions asked. You went out
in your running shoes and probably your
shorts, despite the cold, and I woke up with
out you.
Maybe I should have known. Maybe
something inside me should have clicked,
should have felt out of place, and I would
have known something was wrong. Maybe
my gut was supposed to kick in. I should
have called someone, anyone, earlier. Maybe
I should have looked for you myself. A
twelve year old, walking the streets at six in
the morning, looking for her father. She’d
be drenched, of course, because of the rain.
But she would find him just in time and
things would be okay. Difficult, because of
the heart attack, but okay. Everything would
be normal again.
But that wasn’t how it went.
And when the detective showed up,
I told him I hated him, too. And I thought I
meant it.
He shrugged when the words left my
mouth and I almost felt like he had heard

it before, like it came with the job or some
thing. Similar to his stupid shiny pants, his
white shirt, his vinyl jacket, and his badge it was something he knew he would run into,
something he knew he would carry around
with him. My hate came with the job.
He was wet from the rain, his black
jacket spotted with droplets of water, as he
walked into the house. I think he was tall,
stocky, kind of like the detective on NYPD
Blue. His hair was slicked back and he shook
his head as he asked for my mother. She
wasn’t there, you stupid, red-haired, fat de
tective. Of course not. Couldn’t he tell?
So, I took on the responsibility. The
detective gave me paperwork and an old li
cense and something that resembled a shoe
string, cut from something my father was
wearing. It was mine now, all of it.
And then he said he was sorry. Sorry
for my loss. And I told him I hated him.
It was a fair trade. It was. He was
sorry for my loss, and I resented him for it. I
hated the fact that he found my father, hated
the fact that he knew more about a family
member’s last moments than I did. Hated
him for everything he did or said after he
stepped into my house.
Of course I didn’t really hate him.
I had better words for him — ones
that started with an f and ended with a k,
but even then I couldn’t say that. I wasn’t
brought up to be so nasty, to hate and to
curse. And I’d never do it with someone else
in the room, either. Even if I wanted to, no
one could see. Not then, no. Not ever.
So he left. He tipped his cap, or hat,
or made some such useless gesture, looked
up towards the gray clouds, tilting hiS head
and shielding his eyes from the water pour
ing down and went home. Perhaps to a wife.
And maybe she asked him about his day and
he would sigh, like he did everyday, and say
that a little girl told him that she hated him.
Hated him. And his wife would kiss him, rub
his back with her right hand, and chuckle.
‘You knew what you were getting into,” she
would say. ‘You did.”
I wonder if he did.

I wonder if, while he was growing up,
• Green River Killer. He wasn’t running, tear
he decided he wanted to be a detective. Maybe
ing, dashing through the streets of New York,
he spent hours watching Law & Order. Parked
taking the secret turns only he knew, and
in front of his television on a sunny Saturday
cutting die killer off in their tracks, panicked.
afternoon while his neighbors were outside,
He was doing the ordinary, the mundane, the
begging him to play catch with their son. And
heartbreaking. Maybe that depressed him.
maybe he would respond, “No, no, I can’t.
How could I hate him?
Stabler’s about to break this case wide open!”
He was just doing his job. Just making
And when he was younger, did he
the rounds. The same way the pharmacist fills
think he would be stuck patrolling rainy
prescriptions at the local Walgreen’s, instead
streets, looking for a helpless jogger, a father
of finding a cure for cancer. The same way an
with a bearded face and kind eyes and shat
English teacher assigns an essay due in three
tered glasses strewn across the pavement?
weeks, instead of inspiring a class of twenty
Did he think that he would spend his time
eight underprivileged students to become the
solving innocent deaths, instead of actionpeople they never imagined.
packed, plot-twisting murders? They don’t tell
And maybe when he went home, he
you about the mundane in life. He wouldn’t
didn’t tell lais wife about how I said that I
be here if they did. He wouldn’t have sat in
hated him. Maybe he went home and tossed
a classroom and listen to his instructors talk
his jacket onto the dryer setting it for ten
about a day that would repeat itself for years
minutes so it would dry for the next day, and
and years and years, and eventually end in a
buried his face in his hands. Maybe he thought
promotion because that was the natural order
of me, the image of a young girl with a mop
of things - like song lyrics by a B-list band,
of unintentionally tangled hair falling in her
where words rhyme because they’re supposed
face, shaking her head, clinging to a torn piece
to, not because it sounds good. He’d get
of fabric that had been her father’s last out
promoted because that was the way it should
fit, never once crying because she was afraid
go, not because he was anything special. Not
to show something to someone in a time of
because he was cuffing the worlds most hated
vulnerability. Maybe he would picture my
criminals.
eyes, white and intense and hardly blinking,
That’s not the kind of detective he
or my fingers fidgeting, cracking, drying as
became.
• he crossed his legs at the ankle and leaned up
Instead he’s stuck walking through the
against the machine.
rain, answering frantic phone calls from driv
Maybe he sat down in front of the
television, his wife curled up at the opposite
ers passing by - Yes! Hello! Someone’s down
end of the couch, and turned on Wheel of
on the side of the road, I can’t tell if he’s
Fortune. Maybe he spent forty-five minutes
breathing — and then a young girl — I can’twatching an hour-long program and spent
my dad- he’s not home-1 don’t — and then a
fifteen minutes contemplating the benefits of
young girls babysitter -1 haven’t seen him, I
driving a Honda, Hyundai, or Toyota. What
know he’s gone jogging, he’s so healthy, oh
ever commercial he saw.
please —
And maybe he called his brother, his
It would take him two seconds two put
best friend, his sister before bed and talked
it all together, two seconds to fit the pieces
about his day. He would heave a sigh and
of the senseless together, and he’d walk up
shake his head, though the other person
to another front door, shake his head, clear
couldn’t see, and say that it might be boring,
his throat, and talk in his standard bad-news
voice. That’s the kind of detective he became. . but it’s really, really tough. Really tiring. Re
ally fucking upsetting sometimes, when you
His partner, his co-detective, wasn’t a
see someone who doesn’t deserve the news
toodel and sometimes not even a woman. He
they’ve been given, doesn’t understand that
wasn’t chasing down Osama Bin Laden or the

their father is never ever coming back.
The person on the other line would
say: “I know, honey,” or “bud.” Then: “You’re
a good man. Remember that.” And he would
breathe in then hold it. He’d protest, he’d
say, “But you didn’t see her face. She didn’t
move.” He would have explained it, tried to
wrap his mind around my reaction. He would
have asked what I meant by my words, that he
knows I’m young, “But why did she say it?”
Maybe he’d sleep, maybe he wouldn’t.
Maybe his mind would race, like mine. He’d
be thinking about things that make him smile
and at the same time, about every heartbreak
ing word he’s ever said. He’d forgive me be
cause he knows I don’t hate him. Maybe he’d
think of me, innocently and say a prayer for
my well-being, attempting to briefly forget the
remnants of the day that would linger with
him quietly for weeks.
I would lay on the couch where he
had broken the news, where he had bent his
knees as he knelt down and met my eyes,
where he had taken the life of my father, and
think about how I hated him. I would weave
the torn green shirt of my father between my
fingers, thinking of his last steps and his ten
nis shoes against the wet pavement of road
mere blocks from my house. I could see him
there, slowing his pace and clutching his chest,
the cliched light appearing before his eyes (or
maybe not), and haunting the drivers of the
cars passing by.
And then I would decide to sit up, to
place the torn green shirt in my lap, and do
my best job at reassembling the article of
clothing. I would unfold the sleeves, so that
the tear straight down the middle would dis
appear when I brought each side together, and
I would be sure that this would cure the ach
ing. And if I could fix the shirt, I could erase
the detective and the rain and the words and I
could look into the eyes of my father and say
I’m sorry, I’m sorry, please forgive me, I didn’t
mean what I said.

PALISADES
by lyndsay johnson
Prey of the Pacific Palisades,
lucky if the muddied waters
pull you down and keep you under,
sparing you the cycle
of Busch beer, babies and factory labor.
Bright-eyed train to Chicago,
eager to shake his label,
Hick Huck Finn,
up river, becomes the Actor.
But, the Palisades prevail,
he crawls back defeated,
(by sharpness of northern living)
to the soft, dirty comfort;
Marlboro generations of resignation,
like stalks settling down in the silt,
letting the currents wash over you.

SPRING CLEANING
by Christy callahan
Our fingers could not rip
up the carpet fast enough.

The hardwood underneath was shamefully stained
so on our knees we laid
dense carpet black
as plague.
The bed
was burned in the woods
and we scoured the walls for five days
and painted them
crimson.

We carefully labeled boxes
of the closet’s
remains with
permanent marker.
His final breath still lingered in the air.

My wet eyes burned as I held boards
in place over the bedroom door
while my uncle struck each nail.

DAILY INJECTIONS
by elizabeth swaboda
The orange and needle still rest on the
nightstand they were laid on the night before.
You close your eyes tightly, roll over facing the
wall, and try' to recapture the mindless obliv
ion you just awakened from. But it’s no use.
The feeling of being watched makes your skin
crawl. Fluidly you roll up to a sitting position
and iristandy regret it. Your head wheels with
the ebb and flow of blood; orange and needle
briefly frolicking like a pod of whales in your
red watery eyes. The migraine from the night
before returns full force, clubbing its way into
your brain with each resounding beat of your
heart

Your tired mind replays clips of the
nurse’s lecture:
‘You need to be self-sufficient.”
“Doctor said to give you this saline solution.
Don’t worry; it’s supposed to be green”
“Think of the orange as your stomach”
“Push the needle in nice and easy. Press the
plunger, withdraw, and presto! You’re done.
Open her up and the green will show you your
success.”
That was two days ago.
The orange and needle have changed many
homes since then. It seems you discover them
around every corner, family members push
ing them into evermore prominence with
each insulin shot they have to give you. They
inquire after the health of your orange and
suggest, “Perhaps it’s time you did it yourself.”

They skirt the real issue; none of them saying
the words they all think. United in the vote
for your independence, the result has been an
orange and needle on your nightstand.
You tear open the sterile wrapping
on the syringe, grasp the orange tighdy, and
blindly stab the needle home. The whiteness
of your thumbnail is a pressure point radiating
out and without even realizing it, the deed is
done, the trigger pulled. As the needle retreats,
the orange seeps its now unnaturally verdant
stickiness into your shaking hand. You go to
the sink and, as you wash its lifeblood from
your trembling fingers, the words slip unwill
ingly from your lips, “It will still mold. No
matter what I do, it’s still gonna mold.”
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CD: So what exacdy do you do as
the managing editor at The Mis
souri Review?

MN: I’d say the overall job of the
managing editor is to shepherd in
four issues of the magazine every
year. What that involves is a wide
range of things from being a senior
reader on the prose reading scripts.
§o I take a look at the fiction and
nonfiction that makes it past our
initial readers and make selections
for the magazine. I also get the
grants; do all the writing of our
grants to die NEA, to die Missouri
Arts Council and various other
agencies that pop up on our radar.
I do a lot of our marketing and
advertising as well—some online
and some in print. I coordinate
and manage our intern staff which
ranges from anywhere eight to
twenty-two people each semester.
I’d say those are the four biggest
and most basic things I do. Along
with that I kind of manage the
office staff. I’m kind of second in
command here behind Speer Mor
gan who is our editor in chief. And
we then have three other senior
staff members who are full time
staff. So all kinds of other things in
terms of looking for revenue, look
ing for markets for the magazine,
tiitde things that pop up in the run
ning of a magazine. It could be me,
it could be someone else. A littie
bit of everything.

CD: What challenges do you face
with working for the Review op
posed to the challenges of writing
your own works and getting them

published?
MN: Time is the big thing. I have
the benefit of not having children,
so I get up early every morning to
write and spend about three hours
working on my own writing before
coming into the magazine. So I

have the challenge that most every writer I
know has—balancing my job and balancing
my writing which, unless you’re Phillip Roth,
you can’t live off of. So I’m really fortunate
that I have a steady, forty hour a week job that
permits me that kind of free time. Artistically
though, I’d say that the editing really helps
my writing. It helps me to realize when things
don’t work, when things are really common
or cliche that are published or that show up in
the subscription pile. So it helps me to think
through the idea of what my audience is, as a
writer. I really think that my job and my writ
ing are complimented here.

CD: Do you have any other experiences that
contribute to your writing process?
MN: Oh sure. I play a lot of basketball. When
I was living in St. Louis I had a couple of
regular games in the city and played basketball
with the current editor of the River Styx, my
friend Richard Newman. Before I was in St.
Louis and graduate school teaching I lived in
Boston for a couple of years and I was very
close to my grandfather who worked in the
real estate industry. His job was finding differ
ent areas, finding new venues, he was a corpo
rate VP for a long time. And then I grew up
in Ohio so I’ve lived in a bunch of different
places and worked in a couple different fields
and I find those things have an influence on
how I write and what I do. That helps to keep
me balanced to just live my life and influences
the kinds of things I write about.

CD: Do you see any trends that emerge as far
as genre or style go?

MN: In terms of trends I would say the trend
right now would be flash fiction. There is a
wide range of new journals, many of which
start online before they go into print, some
of which always stay online, that are doing
things that would be considered post-modern,
surreal, or experimental. Some really terrific
journals are on the cutting edge in terms of
what they’re trying. Magazines like Hobart,
Keyhole, Monkeybicycle. They’re looking for
shorter works that are somewhere in the range
of 500 to 2000 words. And those new maga
zines are the innovation industry. That gives

magazines like The Missouri Review, us big
and established people, some new ideas and
gives us some great outlets for different kind
of work that might not fit us, but we certainly
like reading and seeing in print.

CD: Do you have any target audience that you
try to reach?
MN: Not really. It’s about the work. We re
ceive over 13,000 submissions every year and
we simply choose what we think is the best,
most engaging literature out there regardless
of genre. Our feeling is that our audience will
follow what we do, will find that we are select
ing the best work. Not really us responding to
them in terms of saying “Well, what you like
is what we’re going to give you”. That’s not
how we feel that it works. We’ve got a long
standing and loyal audience to the magazine
who seems to think we’re doing an ok job.
But no, we don’t think of ourselves as fitting a
particular genre or style. We just look for what
we believe is the best.

CD: And how do you think digital distribution
will change the literary industry?
MN: I think a lot of magazines are going
to put more and more material online. The
Missouri Review recently partnered with a
company, Texterity, and that going to allow
us to put a PDF version of our magazine on
people’s computers and smartphones and
that should start within the next two to three
weeks. I think we’re going to go more and
more in that direction. And the other thing
that I think is going to happen is that there’s
going to be more community outreach and
social media with different literary magazines.
Rather than simply publishing a book every
six months or every three months and leav
ing it at that, literary magazines are going to
get out there more with their audience. Com
munity outreach where they are, using social
media like Facebook and Twitter to reach our
readers, keep them abreast of what we’re do
ing and increase transparency in how we select
our work and engage our authors.

CD: Do you feel that there is an intrinsic value
to the publishing process—either as a writer or
as a publisher?
MN: Absolutely. The belief that we have here,
not just at TMR but at other literary magazines
as well, is that the best and most exciting litera
ture comes from small journals. I think there is
value in the way we do things—we are required
to be extremely patient because we have so
many' submissions to go through. And because
we read so much stuff we’re very sensitive to
what is original and engaging as work and then
offer that to the public. I think being in an
industry' where you’re never going to be large
scale we can’t be a big corporate giant where we
have a multimillion dollar budget and we have
all these promotions we try' to run so we can
get a movie deal for your book that we pub
lished—we’re really' just about the work. And
I really think that makes the kinds of stories,
poems and essays we publish all the better.
CD: Do you have any specific future plansther for your writing or for your field?

:i-

MN: For myself I’ve finished a novel and am
currently looking for an agent and I continue to
work on short stories—something I am always
going to do. In terms of the magazine we are

going to continue to do the best work that we
can. We’ve recently' established ourselves as a
quarterly magazine rather than a triannual so we
need to come out with something good every
13 weeks or so. We think that the digital stuff
is going to be really' great for us. Our online
edition includes audio files of every' single tiling
that we print and those audio files are recorded
by professional theatre performers, sometimes
by the authors themselves. We think that kind
of new media is what we’re going to be able to
offer our readers in the future.
CD: Are there any specific authors that inspired
you to pursue a writing career?
MN: Sure. The one that inspired me in college
was Fitzgerald. The way that he could create
images with language I think is really compel
ling. That has always been my' favorite author.
Then great story tellers that I’ve come across
ever since then. Whether it’s someone mod
ern like Charles Baxter or someone classic like
Charles Dickens—they continue to keep me

going.
CD: Do you have any publishing advice for
aspiring writers?

MN: Sure. After teaching at UMSL for a couple

years and being in graduate school I’d say the
most important thing is to be persistent. Real
ize that you’re going to have to work for years
to be really' happy' with the work you do. I
used to tell my students that if you go back
and read your work from six months ago you
won’t recognize the piece or the person who
wrote it any longer because it a long process
and there is so much to learn about doing it.
So I’d say first of all to just doggedly pursue
it because there is always a reason to give up.
You can always do it later as well. On a practi
cal level, know the market you are submitting
to. Recognize that there’s a difference between
the style of, say, McSweeney’s and the Georgia
Review, and know which one you might want to
submit to. And one more thing, which I believe
is somewhere UMSL’s creative writing page
which I thought was great advice: before you
send out your story, cut 500 words from it. The
things that you think are really important and
necessary the editor who has just read 120 sto
ries before coming to yours isn’t going to find
nearly as important. Being succinct, being clear
is really critical. One of the best ways to do that
is edit your work as well as you can.

Michael Nye is the current Managing
Editor of The Missouri Review and was
the previous Managing Editor for River
Styx.
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